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ALLENDE CHONDRULES AND RIMS: I-Xe SYSTEMATICS; R. H. Nichols, Jr., C. M. Hohenberg, 
and C. T. Olinger, McDonnell Center for the Space Sciences, Physics Depamnent, Washington University, St. 
Louis, MO 63130 USA, Alan E. Rubin, Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, University of 
California, Los Angeles, CA 9002A USA 

I-Xe studies were performed on four chondrules and four coarse-grained chondrule rims from the Allende 
meteorite. These samples were analyzed petrographically by Rubin and Wassan [I], and their notation is 
adopted here with the chondnrles labeled (4,14,15,17) and the rims labeled (1 1,15,20,21). Chondrule 15 and 
rim 15 constitute the only chondruldrim pair in this study. The noble gas measurements were made by step- 
wise pyrolysis and ioncounting mass spectrometry [2]. Noble gas data collected here, in conjunction with the 
compositional information and the data of Swindle et d. [3], help coastrain the conditions of chondruldrim 
formation and subsequent metamorphism 

The I-% technique is based on the decay of now extinct with a half-life of 172 Ma, to '%e. This 
technique can be used as a relative chronometer among samples if the initial iodine isotopic reservoir was 
approximately homogermus. Alternatively, structure in the I-Xe system could be due to isotopic 
heterogeneity, in which case the infesred age differences become upper limits to actual differences in xenon 
closure times. Irradiating the samples with thermal neutrons converts a fraction of the lnl to lzsXe. The 
iodine isoto ic composition at the onset of Xe retention is thus proprtmnal to the ratio of radiogenic 12'xe m 2 l  Iderived Xe. Straight lines on plots of 1zs~e/132~e vs. 12%d1 2Xe (isochrons) imply unique values of the 
initial iodine at xenon closure, given by the slopes. Slope differences reflect the relative age differences in 
the chronometric interpretation or upper limits to the age differerces m the alternative view. However, the 
regular nature observed m any single sample m which the infend initial 124/127~ ratio increases with 
increasing extraction temperature, as expectbd of cooling or relaxation of conditions driving thermal 
metamorphism or alteration, supparts the I-% system as a c l u m m m  in the stricter sense. 

Results 
Ages are calculated relative to a Bjurbiile standard which was irradiated and analyzed with the chondnrles 

and rims. The B'uMle results themselves suggest two different isochronx a high ternpganve (1500-1800 O C )  

isochnm with '&el1% - 1.445 f 0.012 and a low tempemure (1250-1450 O C )  i s o c h  with '%e/12'Xe 
= 1.166 f 0.010, which corresponds to an age difference of 3.69 M a  tempemtum cited are indicative of 
the tungsten coil used to heat the sample; the actual sample temperatures may be 100 - 200 T less than those 
of the coil). The calculated ages, relative to Bjurbijle's high temperature isochrcm, and the carresponding 
temperatures where multiple isochttlns are evident are given m Table 1 and Fig. 1. Chondrule 4, chondxule 
17, rim 11, and rim 21 only display single isochmns, and the ages comsponding to these isochrons are given 
in the high tempemme release d m  of Table 1. Chondrule 14, chondnrle 15, rim 15, and rim 20 each 
display two different isochrons, one from lower temperatures and the other from higher tempatures. These 
seldom differ by more than 1 Ma. Figure 2 shows the isochron for rim 21 which has a precision of 20,000 yr, 
with xenon closure apparently 980,000 yr. after Bjurbiile. It is important to note that the difference in ages 
repmented by two isochrons from a single sample does not refIect an uncertainty in the formation time of the 
sample, but rather reflects the diff- in closure times for constituents of the sample. 

The rims are generally alder than the chondndes. One out of four chondrules f d  before Bjurbiile 
whole rock but three out of four rims predate it. The one young rim (him 21) has low Fa divine, suggesting 
that it partly equilibrated with its eraclosed chondrule during sintering, resetting its I-Xe clock. In the one 
chondrule-rim pair, the rim is clearly older than the cboadnrle. Because the I-% ages are based on Xe 
released at higher tempratures (typically 1500-1800 OC) than the temperature at which rim sintering occurs (- 
1000 OC), the I-Xe structure may not have been affected by rim formation. Thus, the I-% ages probably refer 
not to the rims themselves, but to their fine-grained matrix-material precursors. The observation that the rims 
are older than the chondrules is therefore consistent with the results of Swindle et al. [3], who found higher 
initial 124/ln1 ratios m Allende matrix-material than in chondnrles, implying that the matrix is older. 

Cooling Rates 
As discussed above, within a given sample (chon&ule, rim or ma&) there is generally structure in the 

I-Xe system which is quite regular, with increasing initial 124/ln1 for increasing temperature, a feature noted 
by Swindle et al. [3], This effect is most apparent in the low temperature releases, while affecting the high 
temperature isochrons only minimally. This trend indicates that xenon closure occurred first in the higher 
temperature mineral phases, suggesting cooling or the monotonic (with release tempemure) relaxation of 
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other conditions driving metamorphism. The latter is probably more realistic because most voladles, 
including iodine, were probably largely introduced during post-formational processes [4,5]. We are presently 
calculating apparent cooling rates and closure temperatures for these samples based on modeling the Xe 
release patterns using a non-di&sive (Anhenius process), activation energy dependent model [6]. The release 
pattern for one sample has been deconvoluted into as many as four separate phases or sites, with the inferred 
initial iodine mdos from eiich of these "phases" remaining approximately constand Alternatively, one can 
associate laboratory release t e r n p e r m  with closure temperatures and approximate "cooling" rates directly, 
Estimated "cooling" rates for the chondrules and rims range from 10-20 WMa using the lower release 
temperatures (600-1 100 OC) and from 50-300 OCJMa using release temperatures above 1300 O C .  These rates 
were computed solely on the basis of the increasing 1 2 9 ~ 1 * ~ e  ratio with increasing extraction temperature, 
The "cooling" rate deduced from the two Bjurbiile isochrons is approximately 80 ' M a .  These slow 
"cooling" rates, coupled with the nearequivalent trends observed for the chondrules and rims, suggest that 
post-fomwional processes in the regolith, rather than the nebula, are responsible for the I-Xe fine smceua. 
The near antiquity (from the short half-life of 12%) and near-isochronism suggested by the overall I-Xe 
patterns in a l l  objects, including refractory inclusions [3,5], indicate that such regolith processing must have 
occurred quite early. 
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fig. 2. I- Xe isochron for Rim 21 
slope: 1.365 +- 0.002 
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